Pocket watch parts diagram

While we can't make you into an antique watch expert with just a few web pages, we hope we
can share a little of our knowledge in order to help you learn more about your vintage or antique
watch. We've tried to provide answers to some of the more common questions about the proper
care and handling of a vintage watch, in order to help you learn more about this fascinating area
of American history. There are two distinct major "components" to most pocket watches: The
watch case and the watch movement. The movement is the inner "works" The watch case is the
outer protective cover, including the crystal that covers the dial. The case also includes or
accommodates the winding stem and crown. What's important to know about antique American
watches is that cases and movements were usually made by different companies. There were
watch manufacturers and there were case manufacturers. American pocket watches used a
system of relatively standard watch sizes, so it was possible for a customer to select the watch
movement they wished to purchase, and then select a case to hold it. Cases could be made of a
wide variety of metals: gold, sterling silver, coin silver made from melted US coinage , nickel,
and plated brass. Left: Watch case with crystal; Right: Watch movement with dial and hands.
This is one of the easiest questions to answer! If there is a metal cover over the dial of the
watch it's called the "dial" not the "face" then it's a hunter-case watch. If there is no metal cover
over the dial, then it's an "open face" watch. An open-face watch just has a "crystal" over the
dial usually made of mineral glass. If there is neither a metal cover nor a crystal, then it's likely
that something's missing. Sometimes the bezel the round metal ring that retains the crystal is
lost, which makes it impossible to replace the missing glass see this article for more
information on vintage pocket watch bezels. Hunter-cased watch has a metal lid over the dial of
the watch which closes to protect the crystal, hands and dial. Left: Open face watch with bezel
and crystal installed, Right: Same watch with bezel and crystal removed. A minor variation on
the hunter case is the demi-hunter style, which has a small "window" in the front cover through
which the hands or part of the hands may be viewed. This is sometimes complemented by an
enamel inlaid "dial" in the lid in the case, so that one can easily tell the time without needing to
open the watch. Thus the demi-hunter provided the convenience of an open-face watch with the
protection of a hunter-cased watch. Demi-hunter cases are much more common on watches of
European origin; we don't see very many American watches in demi-hunter cases. Note that in
the photos above, the winding stem is at the position on the hunter-cased and
demi-hunter-cased watches, and in the position on the open-face watch. This is by design.
Movements were made either for a hunter-case or for an open-face case. The primary difference
between a hunter-case movement and an open-face movement is the relative positioning of the
winding arbor and the seconds bit, and the positions of the dial-feet. When a hunter-case
movement and dial are mounted in an open-face case, it is called a "side-winder" because the
winding stem will now be at the position instead of the "normal" position. While this doesn't
present any real operational difficulties, a side-winder is generally not considered to be a
"correct" matching of movement and case. Note that it's only called a side-winder if it is a
hunter-case movement in an open-face case. We sometimes hear people calling their
hunter-cased watches side-winders because the winding stem is at For more information,
please see our article on side-winder and side-seconds watches. You're probably not going to
run into very many of this case type, unless you have a very old watch that's been handed down
to you. In the early to midth century, it was common for watches to be housed in "pair cases". A
pair-cased watch has an inner case which holds the actual movement of the watch often a verge
fusee , and an outer case which enclosed and protected the inner case. There were even some
triple-cased watches made during the same period! Early pair-cased verge fusee watches were
often ornately decorated with pierced and chased gold-work as seen in the photos below.
Goddard Gruen Hamilton Hampden E. Swiss demi-hunter case with inlaid enamel dial in the
case-lid, by Thos. Pair-cased 18th century verge fusee by Ja. Thomson, London. Quartz
movements. Automatic movements. Mechanical movements. What does it all mean!? Being the
dapper fellow that you are, you know that a watch is an important item to own. No doubt you
have one or more in your arsenal already. But what are the differences between watches,
especially those that make one more expensive than another? What maintenance is involved to
keep your watch at its best? What should you know when shopping for a new timepiece? The
graphic below shows the elements that nearly every watch will have. The case holds the inner
working parts of the watch. The case also contains the movement itself, be it electronic quartz
or automatic self-winding. The lugs are where the case of the watch connects to the strap or
metal bracelet of the watch, by use of metal spring bars. The crown is what is used to change
the time. Some watches offer a date window and a seconds indicator, which are engaged by
pulling the crown out. Crowns on water-resistant watches screw down into the case. Leather
straps range from calfskin to lizard and more exotic offerings like ostrich, alligator, crocodile,
and even toad. Instead of a strap, a metal bracelet is a popular option. Most watches allow

straps and bracelets to be interchangeable so you can dress it up or down when you want to
change the look of your watch. We have several articles on watch straps which can be found
here. The hands, usually broken down into hours and minutes, indicate the time. The hour hand
is usually shorter in size than the minute hand. The hands can also have a slight design to
them. The bezel is the outer ring of the case that connects to the lugs. The bezel can also have
embellishments, like precious gemstones in upscale watches, and may be a different metal than
the case itself, as in some two-tone watches. The above pictures show three different kinds of
watch bezels. Looking to learn more about bezels and their scales? Head to our dedicated
watch bezel guide! The crystal protects the dial and hands from dust and dirt, allowing the time
to be visible. Although it is termed a crystal, it may NOT be made of actual crystal, but plastic.
Modern times have made sapphire crystal very popular as it is more scratch-resistant and
durable. The dial is where the watch can be the most expressive. The most basic watch function
is where it tells the time only. This allows you to see what time of day it is, based off of an image
of the sun and moon. This function is especially helpful when found on a dual-timezone watch
as you will be able to see the time in a different timezone and always know the time of day.
There are even some 24 hour movements where the hour hand only rotates once per day , such
as the one seen below in the vintage WWII Bulova watch. This calendar function displays the
day, date and month, and typically also includes the year. Read more about these types of
movements with our guide to annual calendar watches. Found on a quartz watch, the second
hand typically will jump in two to four minute intervals rather than every second. This function
will alert you before the watch loses power. A Standard Calendar function, rather than an
Annual Calendar or Perpetual Calendar, will show you the date and the month depending on the
complexity of the movement. Occasionally, more complex movements will also show the day of
the week. A chronograph makes it possible to measure continuous or discontinuous intervals
of time. These are typically recorded in three sundials and are usually operated by two
additional pushers surrounding the crown, but can also be found in a single pusher. To learn
more about the different types and how they can be used, head to our detailed chronograph
guide. This function is primarily found on dive watches. Once a diver reaches a preset depth, an
alarm sounds or vibrates. Considered part of the calendar family, a date window will be the only
numbers found associated with the date. A helpful complication for those who like to travel or
have family located in a different timezone, this measures both the current local time and
typically at least one other time zone [Watches such as the Rolex GMT Master II can even track
three times at once, see GMT below]. This can be found in a second dial, an extra hand, or in a
subdial. GMT stands for Greenwich Mean Time, which is the international standard of time that
the world is set to. Similar to dual time, a GMT function is primarily found as a second hand and
reads in a hour mode to determine day from night. Although sometimes confused with world
time watches, these are somewhat different. Learn more about them with our GMT watch guide.
This beautiful function refers to a watch that strikes a bell to chime the time. A Grand Sonnerie
strikes the hour, quarter hour and minutes. A Petite Sonnerie strikes the hours only. Our alarm
watches guide will teach you everything you need to know. This avoids damaging the watch or
popping the crystal due to excessive pressure. Unlike a Grand or Petite Sonnerie, a minute
repeater chimes the hours, quarts and minutes at the push of a button. Bespoke Unit hosts a
comprehensive guide to minute repeater watches. Shown in a window on the face of the dial, a
moon phase function will show the waxing and waning of the moon as it circles the earth. This
allows you to watch the different phases of the moon both in the sky and on your wrist.
Discover moonphase watches with our full, detailed guide. This shows the day, date and month,
but also includes the moon phase and year as added functions. Learn more in our guide to
perpetual calendar watches. Similar to the end of life indicator on a quartz watch, the power
reserve indicator will show the remaining time until the watch stops running and when it will
need more winding. This is found on manual-wind watches primarily, but can also be found on
an automatic, self-winding watch. Another name for a power reserve is the Reserve de Marche.
This additional complication shows the sun and the moon rotating on a disc, visible through a
small window, showing the different time of the day in relation to the sunrise and sunset. A hour
dial or two tone bezel can also show off the different times of day. Found in addition to a
chronograph, a tachymeter measures the speed over a certain fixed distance, such as a mile.
Check out our full guide to tachymeters to learn how one works and how to use it. Invented in ,
a tourbillon was designed to eliminate errors in watches when watches change position in
relation to the wrist movement. This consists of a cage surrounding the parts of an escapement,
with the balance wheel at the center. A tourbillon is typically found as a cut-out on the dial
which allows for viewing of the movement. If you have a quartz watch and need to change the
battery, view our guide on changing a watch battery. The balance spring is a very fine spring in
a mechanical watch that causes the balance wheel to recoil. The spring coils and recoils to

swing the balance wheel which then regulates time. The balance wheel is the second element to
regulate time and is attached to the balance spring. As the balance spring coils, the wheel
oscillates and divides time into equal segments. This mechanism regulates the accuracy and
works the same way as a pendulum. Affecting the length of the power reserve on a watch, the
barrel is a drum which houses the Mainspring. Some watches feature a double barrel which
creates an extra-long power reserve. A bridge is fixed to the main plate, thus forming the frame
of a watch movement which houses all other parts. Originally, the caliber denoted the position
and size of its components. Today, a caliber refers to the movement number, origins or its
manufacturer. An escapement is one of the most important parts of any watch. This piece
maintains the oscillations of the balance wheel, which then lets the wheels and hands revolve. A
gasket is a small ring used to create an air-tight seal. These rings are located around the
caseback, crystal and crown to protect against water. Gaskets are typically rubber and should
be checked every few years to maintain water resistance as the rubber can wear out over time.
While not a physical part of the watch movement, the Geneva Seal is a stamp on the movement.
This seal is awarded by an independent bureau in Geneva. Each movement that is submitted to
the bureau undergoes 12 different tests related to the quality, finish and materials. These
movements must also be manufactured in Geneva. A trademarked term referring to the
shock-absorbing mechanism, this small piece is used in mechanical watches. The Incabloc
prevents damage to sensitive parts during a fall. A jewel is a real ruby, or a synthetic gemstone,
that reduces friction in the gear trains. The main plate is the primary piece of metal that holds all
the other parts of a movement together. Each part is mounted into the main plate. The
mainspring is a coiled spring giving power to the gear train. This tightens and unwinds to create
movement. A repeater is a complication that strikes like a gong. This can strike the hours,
quarter hours and minutes using a gong. This complication is typically started using a button or
slide on the case to activate. The rotor is the oscillating part of an automatic watch. This moving
part winds the mainspring, which allows a watch to be wound automatically, rather than
manually as the wearer moved. The shock absorber captures the shock from the balance staff,
protecting pivots from being damaged inside the movement. This is especially important on
sports models. A tourbillion is created when the balance wheel and escapement are mounted
inside a rotating cage. The tourbillion typically rotates once per minute, but some manufactures
produce them with four or six minute rotations. This is an extremely complicated movement,
which is hard to produce. The band, also known as a watch strap is what holds the watch to
your wrist. A strap can be created from many materials including, but not limited to:. To close
the strap and hold it around the wrist, there is a buckle. Different buckles include a tang buckle,
which looks like a belt buckle or a deployment or folding buckle. The free loop is the extra loop
found on a strap next to the fixed loop. The free loop can be moved around the band of the
watch. Both loops are used to fasten the excess band to the wrist. A lug hole is where you
insert the spring bar to fix a strap or bracelet to the watch. Each lug has holes where a spring
bar will fit. To attach or detach a spring bar, a tool will be needed. A deployment buckle is a
tri-folding buckle that has pushers to release the clasp. Depending on the style of the bracelet,
this can be a hidden buckle or similar to a folding buckle. Note â€” this type of buckle can also
be found on straps, especially higher end ones, as it saves on wear and tear of the material
used for the strap. A folding buckle, like the deployment style, is tri-folding. This buckle does
not have pushers to release the clasp, but rather, typically features a folding bar to hold in
place. A metal bracelet is created using links held together. These links can be added or
removed to create the perfect sizing of a metal bracelet. Similar to a link, a milanese style
bracelet is a metal bracelet. To create this style, small metal pieces are looped together to
create a mesh. This style was originally designed in Milan, which is where the name Milanese is
derived. Horology, which is both the philosophical study of time and the practical art of keeping
it, has long lent credence to arguments for the existence of God. But suppose I had found a
watch upon the ground, and it should be inquired how the watch happened to be in that place; I
should hardly think of the answer I had before given, that for anything I knew, the watch might
have always been there. This quality is then stated to result from the intent of an intelligent
designer, the craftsman who created the timepiece. In a way, Dawkins uses horology in invoking
complexity over time to disprove horology the watchmaker argument. You can learn much more
with our dedicated guide! We are striving to create the most in-depth resource on the web
regarding watches and watch brands for the noob to the expert in a logical, easy-to-access
fashion. Very well done. Thank you for the detailed breakdown of timepiece anatomy. May I add,
while greatly satisfied with the guide you led with, I am vastly more so with the thought
provoking lesson at your close. When asked why, the only response I can seem to give without
rendering myself speechless diving into the depths of language too inadequate to answer, is
that I am baffled, intrigued, and voraciously curious about time; a concept seemingly created by

man, [it is not lost on me that this in itself is a egregiously understated idea], but that he cannot
control. Its the one thing we lose and can never regain. Thanks for the kind words, J. It certainly
opens the flood gates of conversation. Thanks, J. We have plenty of other resources available
on Bespoke Unit and not just watches. Nevertheless, thanks for sharing with your friends. What
is the white plastic frame that protects the electronic mechanism inside a Casio AMW R called.
And where can I purchase one? My best advice would be to find a local watch repairer and ask
them. They will have access to manufacturer catalogues and should be able to help out. Can
anyone tell me where to find rose gold strap bars for lorus ladies watche model pcx,have looked
at loads of on line sites with no avail. Hopefully somebody will see this comment and be able to
help you. Hi Exiboldo, I may be wrong but I believe that the chapter ring is the part of the dial
that indicates the hours, minutes, or seconds. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn
how your comment data is processed. Browse Certified Swiss Watches Online. Shop Now.
Outer Watch Part Basics Case The case holds the inner working parts of the watch. Lugs The
lugs are where the case of the watch connects to the strap or metal bracelet of the watch, by
use of metal spring bars. Crown The crown is what is used to change the time. Hands The
hands, usually broken down into hours and minutes, indicate the time. Bezel The bezel is the
outer ring of the case that connects to the lugs. Crystal The crystal protects the dial and hands
from dust and dirt, allowing the time to be visible. Watch Complications Additional Functions
The most basic watch function is where it tells the time only. Annual Calendar This calendar
function displays the day, date and month, and typically also includes the year. Battery Reserve
End of Life Indicator Found on a quartz watch, the second hand typically will jump in two to four
minute intervals rather than every second. Calendar A Standard Calendar function, rather than
an Annual Calendar or Perpetual Calendar, will show you the date and the month depending on
the complexity of the movement. Chronograph A chronograph makes it possible to measure
continuous or discontinuous intervals of time. Depth Alarm This function is primarily found on
dive watches. Date Window Considered part of the calendar family, a date window will be the
only numbers found associated with the date. Dual Time A helpful complication for those who
like to travel or have family located in a different timezone, this measures both the current local
time and typically at least one other time zone [Watches such as the Rolex GMT Master II can
even track three times at once, see GMT below]. Minute Repeater Unlike a Grand or Petite
Sonnerie, a minute repeater chimes the hours, quarts and minutes at the push of a button. Moon
Phase Shown in a window on the face of the dial, a moon phase function will show the waxing
and waning of the moon as it circles the earth. Power Reserve Similar to the end of life indicator
on a quartz watch, the power reserve indicator will show the remaining time until the watch
stops running and when it will need more winding. Tachymeter Tachometer Found in addition to
a chronograph, a tachymeter measures the speed over a certain fixed distance, such as a mile.
Tourbillon Invented in , a tourbillon was designed to eliminate errors in watches when watches
change position in relation to the wrist movement. Balance Wheel The balance wheel is the
second element to regulate time and is attached to the balance spring. Barrel Affecting the
length of the power reserve on a watch, the barrel is a drum which houses the Mainspring.
Bridge A bridge is fixed to the main plate, thus forming the frame of a watch movement which
houses all other parts. Escapement An escapement is one of the most important parts of any
watch. Gasket A gasket is a small ring used to create an air-tight seal. Geneva Seal While not a
physical part of the watch movement, the Geneva Seal is a stamp on the movement. Incabloc A
trademarked term referring to the shock-absorbing mechanism, this small piece is used in
mechanical watches. Jewel A jewel is a real ruby, or a synthetic gemstone, that reduces friction
in the gear trains. Mainspring The mainspring is a coiled spring giving power to the gear train.
Repeater A repeater is a complication that strikes like a gong. Rotor The rotor is the oscillating
part of an automatic watch. Shock Absorber The shock absorber captures the shock from the
balance staff, protecting pivots from being damaged inside the movement. Tourbillion A
tourbillion is created when the balance wheel and escapement are mounted inside a rotating
cage. A strap can be created from many materials including, but not limited to: nylon leather
rubber Buckle To close the strap and hold it around the wrist, there is a buckle. Free Loop The
free loop is the extra loop found on a strap next to the fixed loop. Lug Hole A lug hole is where
you insert the spring bar to fix a strap or bracelet to the watch. Deployment Buckle A
deployment buckle is a tri-folding buckle that has pushers to release the clasp. Folding Buckle
A folding buckle, like the deployment style, is tri-folding. Link A metal bracelet is created using
links held together. Milanese Similar to a link, a milanese style bracelet is a metal bracelet.
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reply Comment. Ever wonder what that term or description of a watch or clock part means?
Well, wonder no more. Here is the most comprehensive list of watch and clock parts, meanings
and descriptions that you will find anywhere on the Web. Reproduced from
Antique-Pocket-Watch. These conditions could be temperature, meaning that for any
temperature the watch will maintain accurate time. Also it could mean that the watch keeps
accurate time in various positions, i. Most watches are also calibrated to maintain a constant
time as the main spring is winding down. Middle temperature error refers to a watch tending to
operate faster when it is corrected for errors at extreme temperatures. In a watch the balance
wheel is the equivalent to a clocks pendulum. Balance springs are protected from the problems
associated with changes in temperature by the use of bi-metallic strips. Usually over the crown.
An adjustable potence allows the escapement action to be adjusted without having to dismantle
the movement. Some can be adjusted with a screwdriver, while others require a key for
adjustment. For example, if a balance has an amplitude of degrees, the arc would be degrees.
The back plate in a clock is the one located furthest from the dial. Some call it the potence plate.
It has evolved from a simple s-shaped support to an elaborately decorated part of the
mechanism. Watches made in different countries may sport different shapes in their balance
cocks. The way the balance cock is formed can be very useful in dating a watch. Also known as
a bridge. The pins embrace the end of a straight balance spring, and the slide moves along a
keyed endless screw. The movement plate is engraved with an index to show how much the
slide can be moved with the key. Usually paired with a poker hand for the minutes. The hands
have a hollowed tip. This design is now referred to as Breguet hands. It worked by using a
compressed spring. The upper portion of the key turned the lower portion when moved in the
right direction, but the lower portion would slip if turned in the wrong direction, saving the
watch from damage. Also known as a tipsy key. What made it different from other balance
springs was the highest exterior turn of the spring was raised, preventing the spring from
moving out of its rotational axis. One wheel has eight teeth and is fixed to the barrel arbor. The
other wheel has ten teeth and is fixed directly to the barrel. The two wheels have projections
which meet after four turns, limiting the the amount of winding the mainspring can do. Short
bristles would be used as banking pins. Long bristles were used occasionally, with one end
fixed. The bristle would be flexed by two pins on the rim of the balance. Shorter bristles caused
a faster rate of movement. Bristles provided more elasticity in the balance action. The bush is a
hard brass tube used to make pivot holes in watch plates. Usually round, with a milled or
knurled texture to make a secure grip. Also called a set-hand button. This mechanism lies just
behind the dial near the front plate. It transmits the rotation of the movement to the watch
hands. Sometimes this term also applies to the calendar, alarm work or striking if they are
outside the plates. Slightly similar to a tambour case, without a hinge. It is a hollow pipe or
arbor, fit on the center wheel arbor by friction to allow the hand to be set. Always paired with
hole jewels to give less friction and better performance. A cartouche dial is made of white
enameled plaques adorned with black or blue numerals. The plaques are fired to a metal dial. It
gets its name from the shape of the teeth on the escape wheel. A Champleve dial is a metal dial
that has had portions removed; it was common on some watches to hollow out the numerals
and minute markings so they could be filled with pitch, colored wax or enamel. In the case of a
watch, it was common to also attach the winding key and other trinkets for adornment. The
chain was often designed to go along with the decoration on the watch case. Jacot in , this was
a duplex escapement most frequently used in watches exported to China. There is a double set
of locking teeth to control the movement. After the first tooth of each set passed the roller, the
escape wheel locked in position, so a second swing of the balance was needed to unlock the
second tooth and let the second hand move forward. The intermediate stage is seen by a slight
movement of the second hand between beats. An additional dial is there to record the number
of revolutions or minutes counted by the second hand. This term has also been used by
different groups to describe specific timepieces. The English watchmakers, for instance,
consider a chronometer to be a portable clock or watch with a detent escapement, although
they used the term before detent escapements were developed. In the Swiss and French
watchmaking circles, a chronometer is a watch that has been given an official rating certificate
by the observatories at Neuchatel or Geneva. Some use the term to also describe an instrument
used to test watches during repair work. This lever can be pivoted, and is under tension by a
spring. Clicks allow a wheel to turn in one direction only. Most watches allow the mainspring to
be wound; this tension is held against the click. Apprentices joined Guilds, and once they had

finished their training, could work on their own as clockmakers. It could search and inspect all
watches and clocks made in England and those imported from abroad. Those deemed unworthy
could be destroyed or ordered to be repaired to their specifications. Not the same as a repeating
watch. Designs are made using wire usually gold to form small areas. The areas are filled with
colored enamel, then fired. Once polished, the design is highly decorative. Also called the
dead-beat verge or Ormskirk escapement, after the English town in Lancashire where this
escapement was popular in the early s. This wheel uses a lift divided between the pallet stones
and the impulse faces on the teeth. Pointed-toothed wheels get the lift entirely by pallet stones.
Balance cocks are mounted on the top plate of the movement and support the top pivot of the
balance staff. In early watches, the balance cock was a simple S shape. Eventually, the cock
was decorated more elaborately, especially on the foot and table. The foot is the portion of the
cock attached to the plate. The table provides the bearing for the top pivot on the balance staff.
English balance cocks, like those just described, can also be found occasionally in Swiss,
Dutch and German watches from the early s. French and continental cocks are usually round or
oval. They have lateral lugs to hold the fixing screws, making it more of a bridge than a cock.
The highest quality watch cocks date between and the early s. Balance cocks are often used to
date a watch. Coloured gold is used to decorate watch cases, dials and jewelry. Also known as
tinted gold. In , Airy showed that a chronometer lost 11 seconds in 24 hours for every degree in
Fahrenheit that the temperature rose. Pierre Le Roy attempted to compensate for this loss using
a balance. A bimetallic balance was eventually created by Thomas Earnshaw. Modern watches
use a metal alloy balance with an alloyed balance spring to prevent loss of time due to
temperature. It is fixed at one end. The other end moves freely and features curb pins. Rising
and falling temperatures cause the strip to bend in shape, moving the curb pins along the
balance spring. The common form of this curb is U shaped. It has one curb pin attached to the
free end. As the curb bends, the pin either moves away from the spring in cold temperatures, or
closer to the spring in hot temperatures. This allows the watch to compensate for changes in
temperature and keep time more accurately. Breguet used the U shaped compensation curb; it
was used frequently in France in the early s. Examples include repeating, chronograph work,
calendar work, and so on. Complicated works became a specialization in La Valee de Joux,
Switzerland, during the latter half of the s. The friction for this type of pivot occurs only at the
tip of the pinion. This type of pivot is used most frequently on the balance wheel, and
occasionally on the escape wheel. This is a watch case with a double bottom that has been
fitted with a high, rounded glass. When the bottom is opened on its hinge, a second back is
shown, featuring two holes for hand setting and winding. The watch movement swings out from
the front of the case when the bezel is opened. It is termed constant because the impulse
delivery is not affected by irregularities caused by power fluctuations. Related to remontoire. In
a verge escapement, this wheel drives the escape wheel pinion. For example, a lever
escapement could be converted with a verge escapement. Used from around until jewelling
became common. It is located in the striking train and consists of a series of 11 notches. A lever
or detent slides over the raised sections and drops into each slot as the wheel turns. Whenever
the detent is lifted, the striking train runs, allowing the watch to strike as many times as
possible before the detent falls into the next slot. Also known as the locking plate. This system
has been replaced by rack-striking. The counterpoise, pallet arms and fork were filed out of a
single piece. A roller took the place of the pinion and the rack was removed. The roller was
attached to the staff. Two prongs extended from either side of the notch, providing a safety to
prevent the lever from getting out of engagement. Not long after, the surface of the impulse pin
became a jewel; not long after, the entire pin was replaced with a jewel. The original form did
not contain a draw, though later versions did. The crank lever led to the single table roller. See
above description. The escape wheel is shaped somewhat like a medieval crown, hence the
name. The cut is shaped like a crescent. Changing temperatures cause the strip to bend in
shape, moving the curb pins along the balance spring. The most common form of this curb is
shaped like a U with a single curb pin attached to the free end. As the curb bends, the pin
moves away from the spring in cold temperatures, or closer to the spring as the temperature
rises. This compensates for changes in temperature and keeps time more accurately. These two
pins enclose the balance spring at its outer end, close to its attachment. The pins are attached
to the index, or regulator. The pins adjust the time of vibration of a balance by altering their
position. Moving them outward increases the length of the spring and the watch may lose time;
if moved inward, the length of the spring is decreased. Increasing the distance between the
curb-pins also acts to lengthen the spring. It is hinged and sprung. Usually made of brass, even
in good quality gold watches from the continent. The cuvette often has holes in it for winding
and setting the time by hand. It may be engraved with the name of the watchmaker, movement
number, number of jewels in the movement and the type of escapement in the watch.

Introduced in by George Graham, the cylinder escapement features fifteen horizontal teeth on
the escape wheel. A cylinder is mounted on the balance staff, part of which is cut away to allow
the teeth to enter as the balance swings and rotates the wheel. As each tooth enters the
cylinder, it makes an impulse toward the balance, resting inside the cylinder until the
supplementary arc, or oscillation, is complete and it returns to its original place, freeing the
tooth. The next tooth enters and repeats the process. The dart is a safety device in a lever
escapement, located on the lever nearest the balance. It prevents the escape wheel from
unlocking except by an impulse pin. Sometimes called a safety pin. A cylinder escapement is an
example of a dead-beat escapement. Two pallets with bevelled edges are found on the balance
staff. Each pallet receive an impulse in each direction from the teeth of the escape wheel in
succession. It has two escape wheels that rotate on the same axis. Their teeth are saw cut, each
moving alternately with the other in a staggered pattern. The balance staff passes between
them. A pallet is affixed to the balance staff. A tooth from the escape wheels rests on the flat
surface of the pallet while the balance is moving until the tooth slides down the slope of the
pallet. The teeth of the wheel alternate resting on the pallet, then give impulse to the balance
without a recoil. Chaff-cutter escapements and club-foot verges are derived from the Debaufre
escapement. A similar escapement was designed by Henry Sully; another was made in
Ormskirk in Lancashire, England. This pin projects through a hole in the bottom of the case
from the edge of a repeating movement. A piece known as the finger is held against the pin to
receive the strikes from the hammer to chime the hours. If the meshing is too much, the depth is
described as being too great. If not enough, the depth is too shallow. If the gears are not set
properly, accurate timekeeping is difficult. They were specifically called detached escapements
or detached levers to make the difference between them and rack levers clear. This is an
escapement that has the controller free or almost free from any train interference. A locking
device. The most common types of detents include those that stop movement in one direction
only, or in both directions. The escape wheel locks when it contacts the jewel. Impulse is sent
by the teeth of the wheel to a pallet located on the balance staff on every alternate swing. The
detent is usually a pivoted lever or blade spring. This is the most delicate escapement used in
portable timepieces and provides the best accuracy. The dial is numbered from I to XII. The
minute hand revolves around the face once per hour, always passing over the current hour.
Some of these were made around , but it is easier to find later samples. It is found in Swiss and
French club-toothed escape wheel systems. English watches using lever escapements are do
not have divided lift. The dome was an inner cover in these later cases. Domes featured hinges
so they could be opened easily. The movement of the watch is attached by a joint and bolt to
the case. When the bezel is open and the bolt is pushed back, the movement can be hinged out
of the case. It is common to have two holes to wind the watch and manually set the hands in the
double bottom; it is hidden until the back is opened up. Very popular in the early to mids. See
consular case. The draw makes sure that the lever is drawn to the banking pins as the balance
traverses its supplementary arc. Think of it as a safety action that prevents the tendency for the
lever to leave the banking pins before being moved away by the impulse pin. Escapements
without draw may cause the lever to jolt away from the pins, creating friction when the guard
pin contacts the edge of the roller. Good draw is accomplished by the angles between the teeth
of the escape wheel and the locking faces on the pallet stones. The pressure caused by the
tooth against the locking face of the pallet produces the drawing motion of the pallet towards
the wheel. Introduced around by Julien Le Roy. One with two wheels located on the same arbor
and more frequently, one with an escape wheel with two separate sets of teeth; one for sending
impulse and one for locking. Classified as a frictional rest, single-beat escapement. The escape
wheel lock has long, pointed teeth on the periphery rest against a hollowed ruby cylinder fitted
with the balance staff. The cylinder stops the teeth as they cross paths. A notch is cut in the
cylinder that allows a tooth to pass when the balance swings in the opposite direction. When a
tooth is unlocked, a long piece attached to the balance staff gets an impulse from a shorter
tooth that stands up on the face of the wheel. Once the impulse is complete, the next long tooth
drops into place on the roller while the balance finishes its supplementary arc. On its return, the
tooth catches in the notch. Impulses are in a single direction only; when the balance and escape
wheel are headed in opposite directions. It was finally patented in England in , number by
Thomas Tyrer. The duplex escapement was very popular in England for high quality watches in
the early s. This was seen on watches that were hinged to the case. Dust-caps became popular
around in England. They were usually made of brass, though once in awhile a silver one can be
found. Many were marked with English names and some included forged English hallmarks.
Because many of these watches used dials which were popular in Holland, it was originally
thought they were Dutch. In reality, they came from the city of Geneva. The issue is further
complicated by the popular painted enamel dials made in Geneva were frequently used on

genuine English watches, as well as Swiss movements being placed in English cases in
Holland. In the early s, this included two plates with bars and pillars, a barrel, an index,
assembly screws, a click and a ratchet wheel. The parts were only roughly milled. Lancashire
became the hub of the movement trade in the s. Axial play. Used especially for the balance staff
pivot. Usually fixed to the balance cock with screws. Continental watches had a polishes steel
plate as the end plate. Also called cap jewels. Also called guilloche. A popular method of watch
case decoration starting around Frequently used with translucent enamels. The impulse is
centred entirely on the pallet stones and the lift is accomplished by on the pallets. See lever
escapement. Also called the receiving pallet. The mean time is the average length of every solar
day in the year. The appropriate number is added or subtracted from true solar time to get mean
time. The balance and spring control the regularity of this motion in order to keep time.
Escapements come in many designs:. It locks and releases in an alternate pattern. Also called
the discharging pallet. Popular around , especially in Holland. The movement of a small disc
mounted on one arm of the balance appears through an aperture, creating the appearance of a
pendulum. Some of these watches also marked the quarters. They are fairly rare, with many
being made in the mid- to late s, and a few more in the late s. They first appeared around Roman
numerals appear in a semi-circular slit in the upper portion of the dial, one at a time, in
succession. Minutes are marked on the outer edge, marked from 0 to The hour numeral moves
from left to right, indicating how many minutes have passed within that hour. When 60 minutes
has been reached, the Roman numeral is replaced by the next in line. An inner semi-circle is
marked in quarter hours. These watches were very popular in the last part of the s and the early
s. A small amount were produced in the late s and early s. The second hand can be stopped
independently, and then it can fly back to rejoin the first hand. It usually hangs outside the
pocket. The watch is attached to it using a bolt ring or swivel. It is positioned at the upper end of
the verge. Foliots are usually found in early German stackfreed watches. By , they were
replaced by a plain balance or two arm ring. Famous makers like Quare, Graham, Tompion and
Breguet were most commonly victimized. The notch is located here. They were most popular in
the early s, then again in the s. Also called tinted or coloured gold. Commonly used in high
grade watches, pocket chronometers and marine chronometers. Timing screws on the balance
can be adjusted. The balance is never free of the escapement in these designs. It is a
mainspring equalizer. First a length of gut, then after , a chain, connects the mainspring barrel
to the fusee. The fusee arbor can take the winding key. Winding draws the chain onto the fusee,
taking it up the spiral. As the chain is removed from the barrel, the spring is wound. When fully
wound, the mainspring has a larger torque to use. As the watch unwinds, the chain is taken
from the narrow tip of the fusee first, where it has less leverage. This equalizes the repeater pull
from the mainspring. More leverage is given as the chain is removed from the bottom of the
fusee, compensating for the lessening strength of the spring. This allows a constant force on
the mechanism. Fusees evolved until the proper shape was developed. The top of the fusee has
a stop fitted, so when the chain reaches the last groove, a lever is lifted against a cam that stops
the mechanism. This mounting was decorative after Fusees first came into use between and
Christchurch, a town in Hampshire, specialized in making fusee chains. They could be either
straight or curved. Also the piece located over the locking detent on the striking train. It gathers
one tooth of the rack. Utilizes two independent concentric rings that turn freely around their
axes. Said to have been invented by Girolamo Cardano â€” The box holds the mainspring, and
the wheel is the great wheel. The box turns freely from its arbor. See barrel. Thought to have
been developed by Julien Le Roy â€” A safety device found in lever escapements located near
the balance. It prevents the unlocking of the escape wheel unless the impulse pin releases it.
See engine turning. This feature was introduced around Some countries add assay marks. This
mechanism lets the hand positions be altered. Early watches had to be set by pushing the hour
hand to the right hour. In two hand watches, a key was used on the hand-set square, otherwise
known as the arbor supporting the hands. When keyless work was developed, the hands could
be set using the winding button. See motion work. First patented in by A. Nicole, patent Both
Christiaan Huygens and Robert Hooke have been given credit with the invention of the balance
spring, used to control watch mechanisms. Used in early German watches as a banking pivot.
See bristle. F represents the restoring force that the spring exerts on that end, and k represents
a constant known as spring constant or rate. Each prong extends on one side of the notch. The
hour rack is part of this mechanism; it moves one tooth per hour. The rack has a tail that drops
onto the snail. Its position determines how many teeth are selected by the gathering pallet,
which determines the number of hours struck. A push-piece opens the front. A half-hunter has
thick glass placed into the front cover so the dial can be seen. The impulse pin is attached into
the roller and works inside the notch of the fork. When it enters the notch, it unlocks the escape
wheel. It receives an impulse from the lever, which it passes to the opposite side of the fork.

Usually made of ruby or sapphire now synthetic. The impulse pin can be semi-circular, elliptical,
triangular or half-moon shaped. Credit is given to J. Pouzait, who developed this design in The
second hand can be stopped without any interference with the regular functions of the watch.
This is a small lever whose shorter end features the curb pins and whose longer end serves as
an indicator as it passes over a scale of any changes made in the position of the curb pins.
Regulation of the watch can be changed by moving the index towards S or R slow or retard or F
or A fast or avant. The balance in a watch would be isochronous if the time taken for its
oscillations were the same, no matter if the arcs were short or long. However, the arcs are
affected by many things, like the position of the balance, and the impulses that are sent by the
escapement. Keeping time accurately depends on the isochronism of the balance oscillations.
Factors that may hinder isochronism include the escapement, the amount of play given to the
balance spring between the curb pins, the spring, and faulty positioning of the balance. This is
the automaton which strikes a bell or appears to do so at the hour or quarters. In watches, this
refers to repeating watches that have figures appear to strike bells, but in reality, the normal
mechanisms inside the watch cause the sounds that mark the time. These watches were very
popular in Switzerland and France during the early s. Modern watches use synthetic jewels.
Jewels reduce friction and keep the oil in place. The types of watch jewels include flat jewel
holes, which are pierced with a cylindrical hole to take a shouldered pivot, domed jewels with
endstones, which allow the tip of a pivot to rest on the endstone, and pallet stones. Sometimes
a jewel can be found in the cylinder shell of a cylinder escapement. In this instance, the cylinder
is called a ruby cylinder. This type was used by Breguet for his repeating watches. This style
was made in the early s on the continent, then revived before World War II. In this type of watch,
the escapement is placed inside a cage or carriage, which is driven by the third wheel pinion. It
revolves once every 52 minutes. The keyless mechanism was perfected at the end of the s.
Several systems were developed during the s. Lepine, this movement features a design in which
the top plate has been replaced by bridges or bars. This allows the watch to much thinner, even
with a hanging going barrel and countersinks in the dial plate. At one end of the lever a pair of
pallets can be found. The pallets engage with the escape wheel teeth, while at the other end, a
notched fork receives the impulse pin, which is on a roller that is fixed to the balance staff.
Lever escapements were divided into the English version, which had pointed teeth on the
escape wheel, and the Swiss or continental version, with club teeth. English versions have the
lift on the pallets, while the continental versions have the lift divided between the teeth and the
pallets, although the action is basically the same. Lift can be based all on the pallets, all on the
teeth, or divided between the two. A unit of measurement indicating the size of a movement
used in Swiss and French units. A ligne equals 2 X 25 mm. This wheel controls the number
struck each hour. It is part of the striking train. See count wheel. A detached escapement that
has the escape wheel locked on a jewel attached in a detent. The most delicate and accurate
escapement used in portable timepieces. See crank lever escapement. A watch with this type of
balance will only be truly accurate in its rate for two temperatures. The inaccuracy between
these two extremes can use auxiliary compensation to correct it. Very few of these were made
in the late s; they became more common at the end of the s. A small disc mounted on one arm
of the balance is visible through an aperture as the balance moves, resulting the the appearance
of a pendulum. The hour and minute hands were slightly tapered, with a disc near the end
pierced to form a crescent. This mechanism consists of a cannon pinion, a minute wheel and
the pinion and hour wheel. It consists of the escapement, power, transmission, regulating, and
the mechanisms for winding and hand setting. See ebauche. Before the comb was developed, a
set of bells was used to produce the music. The opening in the fork end of a lever that takes in
the impulse pin. The watches were drum-shaped or spherical, not egg-shaped. Introduced
around by Henry Sully. Later, jewels were made with oil sinks to retain the oil. Watches made
here are known as Ormskirk watches. See Debaufre escapement and dead-beat verge. They
were often decorated. See balance spring. Pair-cases were also used widely on the continent
during the earlier period. The inner case houses the movement; it is usually plain unless the
watch is a striking, alarm or repeater, when it is sometimes given minor decoration or pierced.
The outer case is usually decorated with engraving, repousse, enamel or hollowed agate or
other stone, according to the fashion of the period. Near the end of this time period, plain outer
cases were more common. Generally, pallets are jewels, and may be called pallet stones. Also
known as sprung jewels. This gives a cushioning effect to the staff pivots in case the watch is
dropped. Also called suspension elastique. This cut is crescent-shaped. This is mounted on a
detent in a chronometer escapement. The locked tooth is unlocked by the discharging pallet on
the staff in one direction only. The patent for this design was taken in by Ralph Gout. The watch
is wound by the movement of a pivoted weight when the wearer moves normally. Invented by A.
Perrelet around Many of these were made by Breguet. In keyless watches, the winding button is

found at the top of the pendant, with the winding stem passing through the pendant. It may also
be visible through a slot in the bridge or balance cock. Perpetual watches wound themselves
through the movement of a pivoted weight while the wearer moved normally. First made in by A.
Patent number was taken on this design in by Recordon. Early watches had square pillars; later,
they were spiral or round balusters. Many shapes were used around , including vase, tulip, lyre,
pyramid and many others. Also known as distance pieces. The pillars are only pinned to the top
plate, which is furthest from the dial. The teeth may be called leaves. The wheel is the driver,
while the pinion is the follower, with the exception of in the motion work. It resembles gold. The
term is also used for gilded brass. Pins made of brass, gold or silver which secures leather,
tortoiseshell or shagreen covering to the outer case of a watch. It was also decorative, as the
pin heads could be arranged in an attractive pattern. Pins made of silver, brass or gold were
used to secure coverings made of tortoiseshell, leather or shagreen to the outer case of a
watch. These pins were also used to create decorative patterns. Used on early chronometers by
John Arnold. Pivoted detents were more popular on the continent. Usually paired with a beetle
hour hand. Early verge examples were made with the verge pivoting between the balance cock
and an extended potence between the movement plates. When flatter watches were desired, the
potence and the crown wheel were reduced in size. A second extended block was added to the
potence for the inner pivot of the crown wheel arbor, while the other pivot was carried in an
endpiece at the edge of the potence plate. Later improvements by Julien Le Roy introduced an
adjustable potence, which allowed the escapement to be adjusted without taking the movement
apart. Pouzait â€” , this was possibly the first divided lift lever escapement. The claw-like pallets
were made of steel, and the notch sent the impulse to the balance by way of a steel impulse pin
on the balance staff. The diameter of the balance is almost the same as the movement plate. The
escapement beat seconds. Safety action was provided by an upright pin on one arm of the
lever, which acted on the outside of a safety ring on the balance staff when moving in one
direction, then passed through an opening in the ring when moving in the other direction,
putting it inside the safety ring. The watch was wound by moving a shaft found in the pendant
using a pushing or pulling action. Several watchmakers were associated with pump-winding,
including Edward Massey, Burdess, and Viner. This is a pin that projects from the edge of a
repeating movement, through the bottom edge of the case. The wearer could hold a finger
against the pin to prevent the hammer from striking the bell. Usually oval in shape and made of
silver. This design was made between and See hour rack. The balance is never detached.
Patented in by Peter Litherland, an earlier version was made in by the Abbe de Hautefeuille. This
escapement was made in large numbers in the early s in Lancashire. The fronts of the teeth are
radial, while the backs are straight lines. This type of wheel is used with a click and spring. It is
fixed with a square hole to the barrel arbor. The click stops the wheel from turning in the wrong
direction. A ratchet wheel was the first method to regulate fusee watches. This occurs when a
tooth of the escape wheel is pressed backward by the exit pallet. If the watch escapement has
draw, the wheel recoils the moment unlocking occurs. In some early German watches, the
supplementary arc could be adjusted by changing the position of the upright bristles that the
arms of the balance foliot banked against. Alternatively, a long bristle could lay across the
balance. The length of this bristle could be adjusted by flexing it against two upright pins as the
balance swung back and forth. Adjustable regulation was first performed with the ratchet and
click, which was used on fusee watches until around , when the tangent screw and wheel
became popular. After balance springs were invented, the set up was transferred from the top
plate to between the plates. The only way to regulate the watch was to alter the length of the
spring. It was geared to a small wheel that carried an index dial and a key square. A key was
needed to alter the curb pin positions so they either increased or decreased the length of the
spring, causing the watch to gain or lose on its previous rate. The index dial known as the
rosette or figure plate provided a guide, though the numbers on it were arbitrary. Nathaniel
Barrow provided the only other form of regulation during this period, consisting of a worm with
a key square. The worm carried a slide that featured two curb pins that embraced the
straightened outer end of the balance spring. The slide had a pointer, which moved across an
index that was engraved on the movement plate. The index indicated the amount of movement
necessary for proper regulation. Watches with this form of regulation are extremely rare today.
A new slide was patented in by Joseph Bosley that had no wheel the segmental rack. This slide
had a small lever. The shorter end carried the curb pins, while the longer end traveled across a
scale that would change the rate between fast and slow. Free-sprung watches can only be
regulated by changing the timing screws located on the balance. A small lever that carries curb
pins on its shorter end while the longer end moves over a scale that indicates the amount of
alteration made to regulate the watch. It is discharged at regular intervals. The difference
between a remontoire escapement and a remontoire is the point where the remontoire is

introduced. In a remontoire escapement, the spring is used between the escape wheel and the
balance, while in watches where only a remontoire is used, it is used between the mainspring
and the escape wheel. Both provide a more consistent torque than can be delivered by the
driving train. Also called a constant force escapement. Watches with a block for striking are
known as dumb repeaters. Repeating work was developed by Daniel Quare between and The
mechanism was improved by Matthew Stogden around Similar effects can be achieved by
casting. It was used until January, The impulse is given by the escape wheel, which locks the
lever. This is a rare escapement, though Breguet made several. A disc is fitted on the balance
staff that carries the impulse pin. The balance staff receives the impulse from the pallets. A
roller could refer to either a single or a table roller. Later lever escapements with double rollers
had a smaller safety roller introduced with a crescent cut for the guard pin. In the duplex
escapement, the roller is made into a hollow ruby cylinder that locks the teeth of the escape
wheel. See table roller and crank lever escapement. Roskopf in The escapement was a basic
lever, with steel pins used as the impulse pin and pallets. Today, this set up is called a pin lever.
Abraham Breguet used this escapement frequently. This step was introduced as a safety to
make sure the escape wheel teeth passed through. The bimetallic strips were shaped into two
long S pieces that were laminated. They moved inwards or outwards in response to hot or cold
temperatures, shifting two weights positioned on opposite sides of the balance rim. A safety
device used in the lever escapement. The dart would prevent the escape wheel from being
unlocked except by the impulse pin. A form of lever escapement that has the roller carrying two
pins, which function to unlock the escapement by using the fork. Another pin, mounted in an
upright position at the end of the lever, performs as the impulse pin, passing into a small notch
in the roller after the escape wheel is unlocked. This third pin also doubles as the guard pin
during the supplementary arc. This design was introduced about Very few watches made by
George Savage have survived. See hunter. Each watch had the name and number of the watch
engraved on the dial with a pantograph. These marks can only be seen when the dial has the
light falling across it with close examination. Many makers after Breguet also used this to mark
their work. See perpetual watch. A stop-work lets a going barrel watch to be set up so only the
middle turns are used for the mainspring, which provides more torque. In the fusee, altering the
set up, a degree of regulation was changed. This is the most accurate and delicate type of
escapement used in portable timepieces. See detent escapement. The roller in a lever
escapement that carries the impulse pin. The only hand makes a revolution once every six
hours. Minutes were marked by twos. Steps are cut into the snail, allowing it to determine how
far the rack may fall when released, and how many blows are struck each hour. These watches
were subscribed for in advance. Breguet made them in batches. The hands travel together
during normal use. Through the use of a push-piece, the bottom one can be stopped while the
top continues. The hand that has been stopped can be made to rejoin the other, or the top
second hand can be stopped. Another push places both hands at zero. A detent attached on a
spring. Sometimes known as a footed detent. John Arnold patented it in The stackfreed is
mounted on a wheel that is geared to a pinion on the arbor of the mainspring. It revolves less
than one full turn on one winding. A strong spring presses against the edge of the snail. The
spring ends in a roller, which creates friction between the stackfreed wheel and the post which
it revolves on. The friction will vary according to the radius of the snail. There is a section of the
wheel upon which the snail is mounted without teeth. Along with the mainspring arbor pinion,
this provides the stop-work. When the watch has run down, the roller rests in a notch of the
snail, untensioned. When the watch is wound, the pinion touches the uncut portion of the snail
wheel, which is the stop position. During winding, the roller is moved out of the notch to the
highest portion of the snail, to exert the greatest pressure. As the watch works, the pressure
decreases as the spring winds down. This stop-work helps prevent over-winding; it can also be
adjusted to only use the middle portion of the mainspring to avoid the two extremes at either
end of the spring. Probably invented in Nuremberg in the early s, the stackfreed worked well
when making thinner watches. A going barrel whose arbor is only supported at the upper end.
See stackfreed. A laminated bar made of steel and brass at one end and swinging free at the
other. The free end carries curb pins. First used by John Harrison, the strip would bend
depending on the rise and fall of the temperature, to compensate for any possible inaccuracies
in timekeeping. See compensation curb. The disc revolves once every 24 hours, so each icon is
visible through a semi-circular hole cut in the dial plate in turn. The sun shows from 6 a. A
second hand in the centre of the dial with the hour and minute hands. They circle the dial in one
minute. It can be distinguished by its club-toothed escape wheel teeth. The table roller was
developed around Once at the correct time, the hand would stop, enabling the wearer to read
the time in the dark through the use of the hand and the pins that indicated the hour. Also called
a montre a tact. This type of watch was an inexpensive version of a repeater. Many of these

watches were made by Breguet. It was made from cast brass and was often chiselled and
engraved. Also called worm gear. Before the mids, the tangent screw and wheel were used
instead of the ratchet wheel method to regulate and set the mainspring. The index was a small
dial on the top plate. After , the mechanism was set between the plates. The best way to achieve
this is to attach the inner and outer ends in a set relationship to each other. Edouard Phillips
investigated the geometry of the balance spring in In this design, the escape wheel and the
balance have separate cocks. See adjusted. There are two timing nuts or screws in a
chronometer balance; one is located at each end of the arm. Not to be confused with balance
screws, which are used to adjust the compensation. Used to decorate watch cases, dials and
jewelry. Gold is colored by adding alloys to produce yellow, green, red or silver hues.
Introduced in the last half of the s. Sometimes combined with gemstones on cases. This key
prevented winding the watch in the wrong direction. It is geared to a small wheel that is
attached to an index dial and a key square. The key enabled the wearer to alter the curb pin
locations to correct the rate of the watch. See regulation. Also called the potence plate. This
was a method used in the s to enable the wearer to read the time in the dark. A tourbillon
eliminates the positional vertical errors that occur in a watch. To do so, the escapement is
mounted inside a revolving cage or carriage. This carriage repeats the errors to cancel them
out. In some watches, the escape wheel pinion revolves about the fixed fourth wheel and the
carriage turns once per minute, while in others the revolution only occurs every four to six
minutes. In watches, the wheel drives the train and the pinion follows, with the exception of
motion work. The going train deals with timekeeping, while the striking train deals with marking
the hours. In a fusee, the great wheel drives the centre pinion to the arbor, which is attached to
the centre wheel. This drives the third wheel pinion, which in turn drives the fourth wheel
pinion. In a going barrel, it is the teeth around the barrel which starts the motion. In the
Greenwich Observator method, the difference between the greatest and least variation was
multiplied by twice the difference noted between one week and the next. Usually found in the
Turkish market. Tripping can occur in detent and duplex escapements. They had three cases; a
plain one over the movement, one with engraving and a third covered in tortoiseshell or
shagreen. Sometimes a fourth case made of silver or leather is present. Watches were exported
to Turkey in the s, and by the end of the s, many of these watches were made in London. Named
after George Savage. A form of lever escapement that features a roller carrying two pins to
unlock the escapement via the fork. See Savage two-pin. Also found on some high quality
watches between and A subsidiary dial that indicates the state of wind for the mainspring. The
verge carries two pallets. Used in the earliest watches. This escapement has a crown wheel,
also known as the escape wheel, whose arbor carries a pinion that is driven by the train. The
verge is a vertical arbor that sits at a right angle to the crown wheel with two pallets. The pallets
are separated by a distance that about equals the diameter of the crown wheel, at an angle of
about degrees. A balance sits on the upper end of the verge. It is pivoted at its two extremes.
The crown wheel has eleven or thirteen teeth. They are triangular in shape, while the wheel
resembles a crown. Each tooth comes into contact with a pallet, gives an impulse, and gives
motion to the balance. The wheel is then free to move forward, but almost instantly, a tooth from
the opposite side of the wheel contacts the opposite pallet, and the motion repeats itself in the
opposite direction. This is a recoil escapement. See recoil escapement. Both names come from
the shape of the part that gets the impulse, which looks rather like a comma. It is similar to a
cylinder escapement in that it is a frictional rest escapement. Lepaute is usually credited with its
development in the late s. It resembles a patent taken out in by Edward Booth and William
Houghton. The Roman hour numerals are revealed one at a time through a little semi-circular
opening in the upper portion of the dial. Minute gradations are marked on the outer edge. The
hour numeral travels from left to right, marking the number of minutes that have passed after
the hour. When it reaches 60 minutes, it disappears so the next numeral can be shown. Another
semi-circle is marked in quarter hours. These watches were popular in the l
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ast part of the s, and there were also a few made in the late s. A pin carried by the warning
wheel in the striking train is stopped then released by the warning piece. This was placed in the
back of the outer case in pair-case watches to prevent scratching of the inner case. It also took
up any slack space. Later, advertisements were printed on this paper for the watchmaker or
watch repair shop. Some also had rhymes or proverbs on them, while others presented the
equation for time. A similar set up is on the arbor that holds the hands so they hands can be
set. This system replaced the ratchet wheel system to set the mainspring and regulate the rate
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